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How, when and why to buy a new roof
may b© possible to have the damaged area repaired and to live
with the roof for quite a number
of years without a total replacement.
This is a judgment which
calls for a reliable professional
roofer.
Finding a professional roofer
with a good reputation is the
same as locating a good professional in any other category.
Look around the neighborhood
for houses which have recently
been re-roofed and ask your
neighbors if they are pleased
with the installation!

The wise home-owner buys-a
new roof in the same way as he
buys any other expensive and
necessary item which he and his
family will live with for many
years.
He shops carefully, finds out
as much as he can about the
product, looks at samples,
makes comparisons, and then
makes his purchase on the basis
of careful judgment and the
most critical evaluation.
A good judgment in this area,
however, can be far more difficult for the home-owner since
he will purchase a new roof only
once or twice in his lifetime, on
the average.

Does the new roof look good?
Did the roofer complete the job
on time? Is your neighbor happy
with his work? Does he recommend him?
Local home centers are good
sources of recommendations for
competent professional roofers
of good reputation. Local Better

Most of us are far less familiar with this type of shopping
than with the problem of buying
a new car, for example. And, in
some ways, the purchase is unlike any other expenditure since
it involves not only a product

Business Bureaus should also

but the cost of installation as
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be checked out.
Comparison shopping is definitely in order. Just as you
looked at more than one house
before buying the one you live
in, talk to at least two or three
roofers before you make up
your mind.
Get an estimate
The professional roofer will
inspect your roof and then provide a complete estimate, in
writing, of the work that has to
be done. He will show you samples of shingles in both standard
and'premium
(heavier)
weights.
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CHOOSE F R O M OUR
FAMOUS BRANDS:

ON A N E W ELECTRONIC
AIR CLEANER, HUMIDIFIER, OR
AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION.
One coupon per customer and
must be presented at time of purchase.
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Comer of C M Ave.
APeulRd.
HOURS: M-FS:30-*:M
Sat. 1:30-5:00
Closed Sunday

JUNCTION

*r or
on any new furnace, boiler*
central air conditioner installation
with coupon.
One coupon per transaction.
Present at time of purchase.
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Cleaning Special
Gas Unit
$
95

FRIEND

IN HEATING...
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BRANDT

Up to 50% OFF Storewide
Savings for a limited time only.
• Sofas from $399

to the roof, which remains essentially sound otherwise, it

YOUR FRIENDS
FOR OVER

45 YEARS

AIR CONDITIONING
2 3 ! WINTON RD. N.

\ 288-4270
24 Hr. Emergency

• Chairs f r o m $199
• Lamps from $49
• B e d d i n g f r o m $69

If the roof and the deck beneath it show signs of considerable damage from rain, snow,
hail, etc., after a particularly severe winter, it may be necessary
to rehabilitate both structures.
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— Fine handcrafted furniture that costs you less

PERINTON
540 WHITNEY ROAD
comer Baird & Whitney, Fairport

385-1262
Sun. 12-5; Mon.-Fri., 10-9; Sat. 10-5:30

It's R.C. Shaheen For Window Treatments
LAST 4 DAYS TO SAVE 2 5 %
On ow custom window, shades & woven woods
Jonna

Window
Shades
The beautiful way
to save energy.

Get introductory
savings of 2 5 %
on our newest
woven woods.
Introducing The
SuperNaturals Collection.
Del Mar's finest window
coverings ever. Exotic
imported woods, handsome yarns. Ochres, rusts,
sepias, tans. Twenty-three
luscious new patterns onsale September 21-29 that
bring the beauty of the
great outdoors . . . indoors.

Not only is our large
selection
in
shade
colors, texture and type
able to add to the beauty
of your home, shades are
economical.
They
reduce heat loss in winter
and reduce heat gain in
summer.
Passing
savings in energy loss to
you.
NOW ALL INSTOCK SHADES

25%

ON A FLUE DAMPER ORl
FUEL SAVING CLOCK THERMOSTAT
With coupon. One per transaction.
Present at time of purchase.

at Warehouse
Prices!

If some damage has occurred
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ROOM
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Double damage
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from our regular price oh
FURNACE CLEANING!
With c o u p o n . O n e p e r l
transaction. Must be presented
at time of purchase, f

' CONVERT YOUR FIREPLACE '

Job well done

Special purchase

well.
Here are some hints on buying a new roof which should
prove helpful in making a "best
buy" in this critical area.
The first pertinent question,
of course, is "when?" Can the
existing roof be repaired? Or is
it time for a complete replacement?
If your house is 15 years old,
and has never been re-roofed, it
may be time for a new roof.
Look for such signs of age as
shingles which are curling at the
edges, splitting, dried-out, and '
showing lots of bare spots
where the granules which protect the surface have disappeared. Are there granules in
the gutters and around the
drains?
If the roof is beginning to
leak, as well as to show these
signs of old age, it is definitely
time to buy a new roof.
If the house is no more than
fifteen years old, and has never
been re-roofed, it may be possible to installa new ropf over the
old onewttnoiit going to the additional expense of ripping off
the existing roof.
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example, he will give you a to match your siding as well as
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With a modern Rheem® gas furnace, you
won't worry about the frightful weather
outside. A Rheem gas furnace keeps the heat
coming . . . even on the coldest days. And
with so many models and sizes, there's a gas
furnace that's just right for yourjhome. So as
long as you're home with
Rheem, let ^ snow, let it
snow, let it snow. Call Today
For A Free Estimate.

YES
WE HAVE

GAS
CONVERSION
BURNERS
to adapt your existing
oil furnace or
boiler to Natural Gas.

Call Us First
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328-4170
SAVING ENERGY
TODAY
HEATING & UUULINB
305 M T . READ BLVD.
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